REFUND GUARANTEE
PROTECTION

WHY SHOULD YOU
PURCHASE RGP?

NO REGRETS.

Get a full refund at any time, for any reason.

Life happens. As much as we hope
nothing gets between your child
and their trip, there are always
surprises—both pleasant and
unpleasant—that get in the way.
Could you ever see your child in
one of these situations?

WHAT IS REFUND GUARANTEE PROTECTION (RGP)?

School Functions/Requirements

For parents, student tours are an investment—but they don’t have to be a risky one. With
RGP, if a trip is cancelled or a participant cannot travel for any reason, every penny spent
on trip payments will be returned to them. Right up until the moment a tour departs, parents
are guaranteed a 100% refund on all payments*—including the nonrefundable deposit.

Eva performed unexpectedly well at
her regional track meet and has the
opportunity to compete at the state
level. The meet is at the same time as
her day trip with Brightspark Travel.

*The cost of RGP will not be refunded in case of cancellation

Health and Illness

COMPARISON TO CANCELLATION POLICY
DAYS PRIOR
TO DEPARTURE

TOUR COST RETURNED
WITH REGULAR
CANCELLATION POLICY

TOUR COST
RETURNED WITH RGP*

85%

100%

81+
80-61

75%

100%

60-46

50%

100%

45-0

0%

100%

*Coverage includes EVERYTHING except for the cost of RGP

$

HOW MUCH
DOES IT COST?

The cost of your RGP varies according to the cost
of your student’s tour. For specific information
regarding RGP cost, consult your tour registration
form or contact your Group Leader directly.

WHERE DO
I SIGN UP?
Group Leaders, speak to your Tour Associate about
adding this to your tour.
Parents, many of our tours already include RGP,
so ask your Group Leader if you’re already being
protected. If you are not, you can sign up for RGP
during your registration.

The night before his performance tour
departs, Andrew comes down with a
nasty flu. He can’t leave his bed—and
chances are he won’t be leaving the state.
Financial Restraints
You registered Thomas for a student
tour a few months back, but you were
laid off last week and the costs are
becoming difficult to cover.
Family Affairs
An unexpected family reunion comes
up the week of Natalia’s Washington,
D.C. student tour. Grandma insists that
she attend the reunion, and Grandma
is not to be argued with.

